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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)

Compulsory REVISION comments
1. This is a review and title should express this (this is a review), otherwise readers
cannot understand that this is a review article.
2. Introduction: Please touch very shortly why OC affects nutrition. General statement is
OK!
3. Sorry if I am absent-minded but I believe that there are no data that showed “NTD
occurred more frequently from women having taken (or just after) OC than those
without OC”. Therefore, whether FA replacement to OC users (many of whom do not
become pregnant) actually reduce NTD, and if so, how many fraction of women (or
NTD babies) may have been merited. State this somewhere. Your discussion and
conclusion is based on speculation.
4. Minor comments: reference: pages are described in a style like both122-124 and 122-4,
and with/without punctuation. Please be consistent.
Minor REVISION comments
Optional/General comments
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